Construction of a functional disulfide-stabilized TCR Fv indicates that antibody and TCR Fv frameworks are very similar in structure.
Disulfide-stabilized Fvs (dsFv) are recombinant Fv fragments of antibodies in which the inherently unstable VH-VL heterodimer is stabilized by an interchain disulfide bond engineered between structurally conserved framework positions. We now design and produce a disulfide-stabilized Fv of a T cell receptor. It is composed of V alpha and V beta variable domains of the 2B4 TCR stabilized by a disulfide bond between framework residues of the TCR Fv at a site corresponding to that used for disulfide stabilization of antibody Fvs. For ease of production and detection, the TCRdsFv was fused to a truncated form of Pseudomonas exotoxin (PE38). The TCR(dsFv) retains its native conformation and is much more stable than a TCR scFv. Moreover, it is functional in biological assays. Because successful disulfide stabilization of the TCR Fv by the positions used for antibody Fv stabilization would not occur unless the mutated residues in TCR Fv are at positions closely similar to those in antibody Fvs, most likely within less than 1.5 A, these results provide very strong experimental evidence for the structural similarity between immunoglobulin and TCR antigen-binding variable domains.